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DOLOR ATQUE DECUS : AN INTRODUCTION TO AENEID 10 
 

L.N. Zoch 

 
This essay looks at the substance of Aeneid 10 in the light of recent scholarship. It is cer-

tainly not exhaustive, but it covers a range of ideas and passages which have generated com-
ment and debate in the critical literature on the poem, and particular attention is given to the 
passages prescribed for VCE Latin this year: lines 1-84, 215-259, 466-509, and 755-908. 
Ideally, students will be familiar with these lines already, and also with the structure and con-
tent of Book 10 as a whole. There are good summaries of the book in Quinn (1968), 212-13, 
Williams (1987), 68-72, and West (2003), xxxii-xxxv; and also in Jordan (1990), ix-xiii, a 
useful recent edition of the text.1  

Book 10 has not been prescribed for VCE students previously, and the choice might be 
seen as problematical in certain respects. For one thing, Book 10 is less easily isolated than 
other books. It is part of a much larger narrative which at least one critic has argued must be 
seen as a continuous and seamless whole.2 It is also, in any case, part of the second half of the 
poem, the Italian or ‘Iliadic’ half, which has often been seen as less exciting and engaging 
overall than the first half—something of an anticlimax after the brilliant drama and variety of 
Books 1-6.3 Then of course there is the subject-matter, war and bloodshed, six hundred lines 
of it (308-908), and the fact that most of the blood, or much of it, is shed by the poem’s hero, 
Aeneas, whom we are presumably meant to admire. We will have a fair bit to say about 
Aeneas later, but he is hardly the most appealing character in this part of the poem, for the 
most part. He is brutal and merciless—no Mother Teresa, as one critic wryly notes4—and his 
behaviour after the death of Pallas is particularly shocking. R.D. Williams calls it ‘unbeliev-
ably cruel’, C.J. Mackie ‘morally repugnant’, and, as C.M. Bowra remarks, it ‘may well revolt 
us’.5 A young reader—or any reader for that matter—may have trouble continuing with an 
open mind.  

 Fortunately, there are reasons to persevere, and certainly Book 10 has been vigorously de-
fended in recent years after taking a battering in late Victorian times and in the first half of the 
twentieth century.6 Otis calls it ‘a tour de force’; Quinn claims that Book 10 is ‘in some re-
spects the finest in the poem’; and other readers have been equally enthusiastic. Herbert Be-
nario argues that Book 10 contains some of Virgil’s finest scenes and character portrayals; 
Jordan that it has ‘plenty of fine poetry’ as well as ‘dramatic and highly moving moments’; 

                                                            
1 As will be clear from these opening remarks, this essay was an occasional piece, produced for the use 

of students and teachers of VCE Latin in 2010. It is published here, with a few minor changes, in the 
hope that it may be of interest to others. I am grateful to the editor, John Penwill, for his detailed 
comments on the original text.  

2 Gransden (1984), 1, 2, 5.  
3 This view can be found in Page (1900) and more recently Camps (1969), 28, 136. For the view that 

Virgil and his original audience would not have seen the second half as an anticlimax or less interest-
ing than the first half, see Williams (1973), 49f.; Harrison (1991), xxif.; Harrison (2006), 9f.; Mor-
wood (2008), 40f., 116f.; Gransden (1984), 1. 

4 Galinsky (2005), 349. 
5 Williams (1987), 70; Mackie (1988), 175; Bowra (1990), 363. 
6 Sellar, Page, Mackail, Heinze, Warde Fowler and Wight Duff were all highly critical. See Page 

(1900), xxi, and Jordan (1990), ix. 
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Gransden that here, and again in Books 11 and 12, ‘Vergil’s art is at its most intense and fully 
developed’.7  

Generally speaking, the praise is warm but qualified, and as we can see already it takes 
various forms. It will be useful to review it, and I do so under four headings: the opening 
scenes; the Pallas episode; the Mezentius episode; and finally the poet’s technique or style. 
The last topic might seem odd in view of our intention to consider the substance of the text. In 
the present case, however, there is a close connection between substance and style, between 
the matter or meaning of the poem and the poet’s manner—or so many writers have argued in 
recent years. Of particular interest here is what we might call the poet’s sympathetic manner: 
his generally sympathetic treatment of his characters, and his frequent use of ‘moving’ or ‘pa-
thetic’ language—the poetic technique known as ‘pathos’. Students may have discussed this 
technique in class or at least noted down some examples of it. It is a feature of Aeneid 10, and 
indeed of the poem as a whole, and much discussed in the secondary literature.8 
 
 
The opening scenes  
 

First the opening scenes, which have been less admired than the later parts of the book. Be-
nario is blunt: there is ‘not much great poetry’ here, he says, at least in the first scene on 
Mount Olympus (1-117), and ‘little or nothing...to engage the emotions’ until the Pallas epi-
sode from 362. It is the later scenes, he argues, and especially the portraits of Pallas, Lausus 
and Mezentius, ‘that give the book its qualities of greatness’.9 Quinn also deplores the first 
scene, calling it ‘curiously inadequate’. The bickering of Venus and Juno is all very well, he 
suggests: ‘[O]ne function, plainly, of the prologue is to provide light relief, and a second to 
express Virgil’s adherence to his Homeric form. What troubles us is the feeling that the pro-
logue appears to have a third function: despite the bickering and the banter, something im-
portant, apparently, is being decided and it is hard to see what.’10  

Quinn is thinking here of Jupiter’s contribution, and this is indeed rather puzzling.11 It is 
unclear, in the first place, how Jupiter can say that he forbade the war in Italy, as he does in 
line 8, when he told Venus at the start of the poem that it was part of fate’s plan (1.263). It is 
also unclear what we are to make of his later remarks at 104-13. This passage is not set down 
for study this year, so we need not dwell on it for too long. Richard Jenkyns writes that it is 
‘perhaps the most difficult passage in the entire poem’;12 R.D.Williams that it ‘seems a very 
strange temporary abdication of responsibility, a remarkable shift from what he said at the 
beginning of the council [and] made all the more remarkable by his decisive action at the very 
end of the poem’.13  

                                                            
7 Otis (1964), 361; Quinn (1968), 213; Benario (1967), 23, 27; Jordan (1990), ix and xii; Gransden 

(1991), 7. 
8 Some recommended discussions are listed later in note 78. 
9 Benario (1967), 24, 27. 
10 Quinn (1968), 213. 
11 Recent discussions of the figure of Jupiter in the poem can be found in Ross (2007), Chapter 3, and 

O’Hara (2007), Chapter 4.  
12 Jenkyns (1992), 65. 
13 Williams (2009), 131; and see O’Hara (2007), 77, 103. Compare in particular line 106 with line 15, 

and see 12.843-918. Note too that Jupiter does intervene, albeit less dramatically, in Book 10, when 
he allows Juno to rescue Turnus and brings Mezentius forward to replace him (606-90). See also 
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A key point is whether men are to be freer than usual, and Quinn’s view, that they are not, 
seems to be rejected by Gransden.14 What is certain is that the war is to continue for the time 
being, for at least another day, and that this particular day (hodie 107) will be a big one for 
those on the ground, a fortunate or a tragic day, as the case may be (111f.), and probably, as 
Quinn suggests, a tragic one for many. Quinn sees Jupiter’s speech as solemn and ominous, 
‘as primarily an assertion that the story of Turnus, and to a lesser extent the stories of Pallas, 
Lausus and Mezentius...will be worked out upon tragic lines’; and I would agree with this 
reading.15 Quinn is also right, in my view, to note that ‘Aeneas is less easily fitted into the 
pattern’, and we will return to this question later. It is a moot point whether the day described 
in Book 10 is ultimately a good or a bad one for the Trojan leader.  

 So much for Quinn. Others have been less severe on the opening scenes, arguing that the 
first part of Book 10 is all about the return of Aeneas, and that this crucial event16 must be 
first delayed and anticipated, and then, when it does occur—from 146—extended and glori-
fied. Thus Jordan describes the opening scene as a mere ‘prelude’ to the return of Aeneas, 
claims that everything in this scene and the next ‘increases the reader’s anticipation of 
Aeneas’ arrival’, and suggests that the excitement of the episode is ‘carefully built up’ in the 
scenes that follow.17 Likewise, Harrison finds unity amid the variety in this part of the book, 
claiming that there is ‘a clear build-up of narrative pace’ during the sea-based scenes leading 
up to the landing and the first aristeia of Aeneas at 310-44.18  

One of these sea-based scenes is of course the meeting with the nymphs, and this passage 
has attracted various comments from modern scholars. By and large it has been approved, and 
even Benario is not disapproving.19 If it does not engage the emotions to any extent, it surely 
stirs the intellect and the imagination, and the supernatural or fantasy element in the passage 
has been stressed repeatedly.20 It is discussed at some length by Williams in his article ‘The 
Purpose of the Aeneid’, and also by Peter Toohey in his book Reading Epic.21 Both authors, in 
their different ways, point out that Virgil (following Homer or Hellenistic poets) occasionally 
introduces surprising and seemingly incongruous material into his story, material that we 
would not expect to find in an epic poem, or at any rate in the sort of serious, military epic 
that Virgil purports to be writing in the second half of the Aeneid (and announces with such 
fanfare at 7.37-45). Both authors give further examples of this technique (Toohey mentions 
certain parts of the catalogue in the previous scene), and both suggest, again in slightly differ-
ent ways, that the aim, or at least the effect, of the technique is to disrupt or alleviate the 
gravity of the main narrative. As Toohey sees it, the poet is speaking on these occasions in a 
more playful, ironic voice, and allowing us to distance ourselves from ‘the lugubrious moral 

                                                                                                                                                                          
436f. where he prevents the meeting of Pallas and Lausus. He does not intervene to save Pallas at 
473.  

14 Quinn (1968), 214; Gransden (1984), 134, 138; Gransden (1991), 9; Gransden (2004), 93. 
15 Quinn (1968), 214; and compare Jordan (1990), x: Jupiter’s speech ‘prepares us for what will hap-

pen to the leading characters in the story, in particular Pallas, Lausus, Mezentius and Turnus’. 
16 Otis (1964), 354, calls it ‘one of the dramatic high-points of the epic’; see also Gransden (1984), 

138, and Harrison (1991), xxviiif.  
17 Jordan (1990), x. Note also Anderson (1969), 81: ‘The stage is now set for the return of Aeneas...’ 
18 Harrison (2006), 10.  
19 Benario (1967), 26. 
20 See for example Quinn (1968), 218; Harrison (1991), xxvii and 131 (ad 219-50); Jenkyns (1998), 

577. 
21 Williams (1990), 30-36; Toohey (1992), 139-42. See also Williams (1973) ad 215f.; Williams 

(2009), 61. 
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message of the epic’. As Williams sees it, the poet is reminding us, perhaps in order to con-
sole us, that there is a world other than ‘the real world of war and death’, a world ‘of mythol-
ogy, imagination, visions, of supernatural strangeness, a world transcending the mortal condi-
tion...’.22  

Other writers have made similar points here and there. In his note on lines 219-50, Harrison 
writes that ‘This mildly fantastic episode of the nymphs contrasts with the grim realism of 
war which is to follow...’. Gransden, for his part, suggests that a larger distinction can be 
drawn between the first section of the book, with its immortal gods and nymphs, and the re-
mainder of the book which is dominated by death and mortality.23 Gransden also offers a 
symbolic interpretation of the episode, arguing that the nymphs who were born from the 
transformation of the Trojan ships (see 9.77-122) point forward to the transformation of the 
Trojans themselves after the war: ‘just as the Trojan fleet was metamorphosed, so, soon, will 
the Trojans themselves be transformed into Italians...’.24 

These ideas are worth considering, and I would add a couple of others. One is that the 
scene with the nymphs clearly illustrates the point made above about the poet’s desire to ex-
tend and glorify Aeneas’ return to the war. As Quinn remarks, Aeneas and his great force 
‘must not be produced out of a hat to save the Trojan camp. A feeling that they are on their 
way has to be given time to establish itself, a mood of suspense has to be created...’25 This 
process begins at 146 and continues with the long catalogue of ships, but the nymphs passage 
is almost as long, and these creatures confer on the hero an additional and special kind of 
glory, the glory of divine favour. They first meet him and dance around his ship—adding to 
his lustre, as we might say (lustrantque choreis).26 Then their leader speaks to him at length, 
providing him with information, advice, and above all confidence. The end of the speech is 
particularly important, as James O’Hara has noted. There is the reference to Vulcan’s shield, a 
very tangible token of divine favour, which is ‘almost a prophecy of military success’ given 
the use of the term inuictum (243). Then there is the actual prophecy of success in the final 
two lines, which, as O’Hara points out, is indeed fulfilled but in a bitterly ironic fashion, as 
young Pallas will himself fall among the piles of Rutulians. As O’Hara remarks, 245 is ‘a 
striking and memorable verse’ (note the word order), and we are probably meant to remember 
it later—at 473 and especially 509.27  

We should also note that the Trojan leader is characterised in other ways in this scene, first 
in lines 217f. where he is re-introduced, and then at 249-59 where he prays to Cybele and 
speaks to his men. These lines are important, as the characterisation of Aeneas is one of the 
big topics of Book 10. Students would do well to look at them closely, and also to look back 
at the earlier depiction of the hero sailing along with Pallas at 156-62. There are perhaps two 
main ideas to keep in mind. One is identified by Harrison, the idea of the good commander or 
general (dux, 156), and this is prominent at 217f., and also at 258f.28 The other important idea 
is pietas, the quality which supposedly defines the Trojan leader more than any other. Chris 

                                                            
22 Toohey (1992), 141f.; Williams (1990), 35f.  
23 Harrison (1991) ad 219-50; Gransden (1984), 128f.  
24 Gransden (1984), 129. The transformation of the Trojans into Italians is described by Jupiter in 

Book 12: 829-42.  
25 Quinn (1968), 218. 
26 Page (1900) ad 7.390 tells us that the verb lustrare was once a religious term associated with cere-

monial movement and purification rites.  
27 O’Hara (1990), 39-44. On this point, see also Harrison (1991) ad 509. 
28 See Harrison (1991) ad 217 and 218. Nisbet (1990) provides a general treatment of the topic.  
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Mackie has argued that Aeneas exhibits pietas when he addresses Cybele at 252-55, and this 
seems indisputable.29 One could argue, however (as I think Mackie would agree), that the 
hero’s pietas is evident throughout this episode, inasmuch as he is continually thinking and 
acting in the service of his friends and allies and fellow-Trojans. After all, the term pietas de-
notes conscientiousness or devotion to duty generally, not only in religious matters.30  

Following the landing at 287-307, the fighting is more or less continuous, and there is a 
danger of the narrative becoming repetitive and boring, even for the reader who enjoys a cer-
tain amount of violence.31 The poet is aware of this and solves the problem, to some extent at 
least, by shifting the focus from one character to another, by mixing shorter with longer epi-
sodes and speech with action, by commenting on the action from time to time in his own 
voice, and by numerous variations of tone and detail. Harrison suggests that gory moments 
are saved up ‘for special impact’ and used sparingly overall.32 The location is also varied 
again, with further use of the Olympian gods and another sea-based scene, this time involving 
Turnus (653-88). There are two major episodes here, the one which is centred on the death of 
Pallas (362-688), and the other which ends with the death of Mezentius (689-908). These will 
now be considered separately and then together in the final section. Both are thought to pro-
vide powerful treatments of war and related themes. There is general agreement, too, that in 
doing so they provide striking portraits of Aeneas and Turnus, among others, and memorable 
examples of Virgilian pathos, amongst other things. Beyond this, however, there is a good 
deal of disagreement. What are we to make of all the pathos in this part of the poem? How 
exactly are Aeneas and Turnus portrayed here? And what exactly is the poet saying here 
about war, or about this war in Italy? On these questions—and others—the critics are sharply 
divided. 
 
 
The Pallas episode  
 

No one doubts the importance of the Pallas episode. As R.D. Williams observes, ‘This epi-
sode is crucial in the Aeneid as it provides the motivation for the final scene, in which Aeneas 
refuses Turnus’ plea for mercy because he catches sight of the belt which Turnus had stripped 
from Pallas. Structurally it can be compared with the death of Patroclus at the hands of Hector 
in Homer’s Iliad [Book 16], which in turn costs Hector his life at the hands of Achilles [Book 
22].’33 

Discussion of the episode revolves around the behaviour of Turnus immediately after he 
kills Pallas (490-505), and Aeneas’ reaction when he hears about the killing (510-605). Let’s 
start with the first passage, which is among those prescribed for this year. It is a dense pas-
sage, but the main question in the literature can be put fairly simply: should we blame Turnus 
for his conduct here, and look forward to his punishment later in the poem; or should we pity 

                                                            
29 Mackie (1988), 161. 
30 For definitions of this key term, see Harrison (1991) ad 590f.; Jenkyns (1992), 56; West (2003), xxi. 
31 On this point, see Jordan (1990), ix, and especially Harrison (1991), xxvi-xxviii and xxxif. 
32 Harrison (2006), 10. Wiltshire (1992) takes a different view, arguing that the gory moments are ac-

tually rather plentiful. 
33 Williams (1973) ad 439f. See also Jordan (1990), xi; Jordan (1990) ad 443; Harrison (2006), 11. 

The Homeric background is discussed in detail in Gransden (1984), 140-51. On Aeneas as a new 
Achilles, see also Lyne (1987), 107-13. 
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him because, whatever his faults, he really only makes a stupid mistake, the kind of mistake 
that anyone could make in such circumstances?  

The evidence cuts both ways. On the one hand, we could judge Turnus harshly, arguing 
that he is arrogant, cruel, greedy and the like—that he wanted to kill Pallas in front of his fa-
ther (443), that he treads on the body (495), takes excessive delight in his victory (502), and 
appropriates the swordbelt because of its fine golden artwork (499f.). On the other hand, we 
could be more understanding and forgiving, and point out that Pallas would have despoiled 
and humiliated Turnus had he been the victor (462f.), and that Turnus, though certainly arro-
gant and cruel, does nothing unconventional or beyond the pale in the context, and, more to 
the point, nothing that is obviously worse than what Aeneas does in the next scene. The first 
view is taken by Otis, Williams and Jordan, with Otis, for example, arguing that Turnus is 
condemned by his inhumanity, his contempt ‘for human suffering and pietas’, which is shown 
above all in his desire to hurt his victim’s father.34 The second view is taken by Quinn and 
W.A. Camps, with the former arguing that while Turnus was greedy and contemptuous in tak-
ing the swordbelt he only made a ‘fatal slip’ and ‘committed no monstrous crime that, more 
than the other killings in the poem, cried out for vengeance’.35 More recently, David Ross has 
argued that taking the belt from Pallas while allowing him the honour of burial is ‘perfectly 
acceptable, even generous, heroic behavior’. Ross questions whether we should engage in 
what he calls ‘moralizing and fault-finding’ here, and specifically targets the proposition that 
Turnus commits some ‘great fault’ that is ‘finally, and justly, punished by Aeneas’.36  

Students can make up their own minds on this issue, but I would make two observations. 
First, in arguing that Turnus is to be condemned for his arrogance rather than his actions Wil-
liams suggests—pointing to line 462—that Pallas also intended taking spoils ‘for his own 
use’. This is not clear from either 462 or 449, and indeed seems to be contradicted by 421-23, 
where Pallas prays to a god before killing Halaesus. Second, and more importantly, it might 
seem that the poet gives the game away when he suspends the narrative to offer a bit of per-
sonal commentary at 501-05. Williams thinks so, claiming that the poet’s intervention further 
alienates our sympathy from Turnus.37 It may do, and there is certainly a negative judgement 
in 502. It is not obvious, however, that the tone of these lines is negative overall. It is solemn, 
to be sure, but arguably more sympathetic than hostile—or not completely hostile. Notice 
anyway what the poet actually says and does not say in these lines: he does not say that Tur-
nus ought to pay dearly for his actions or attitude, only that he will pay dearly.38  

A third point which is more of a reminder. Turnus is a major character in the second half of 
the poem, the most important next to Aeneas, and students might want to look at other scenes 

                                                            
34 Otis (1964), 355f.; Williams (1973) ad 439f ; Jordan (1990), xi; Jordan (1990) ad 443. See also Be-

nario (1967), 28, and Harrison (1991) ad 491-500.  
35 Quinn (1968), 223, 227 and 326; Camps (1969), 39f. Camps argues that Turnus, like Dido, is to be 

thought of as a victim—a victim of divinely inflicted furor—and hence as a tragic figure, not as an 
arrogant moral failure. See also Pöschl (1962), 107f. and 137f., for a comparison of Turnus and 
Dido; and Harrison (1991) ad 501-05.  

36 Ross (2007), 40. See also Lyne (1990), 326f.; O’Hara (2007), 96; and Harrison (2006), 11, where 
the view is put that Turnus is essentially a tragic figure in the common (Aristotelian) sense—being 
a person of high birth, neither completely virtuous nor completely wicked, whose downfall results 
from ‘a fatal error’.  

37 Williams (1973) ad 439f.  
38 Similar points are made by Lyne (1990), 327. 
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in which he is vividly depicted. These are plentiful in Books 7, 9, 11 and 12.39 Closer to 
home, in Book 10, the other scene to consider is the deception scene at 606-88, in which the 
Rutulian leader is lured away from the battlefield and left stranded on a ship. This is Juno’s 
doing, and, as we might expect, she strongly defends Turnus in her speech to Jupiter at the 
start of the episode, calling him pius and insons, innocent (617 and 630). But the portrait in 
the lines that follow is also sympathetic, the portrait of a victim rather than a villain, espe-
cially at 672-75 where Turnus, like a good general (like Aeneas at 217), shows great concern 
for his men. Hahn maintains that Turnus is ‘really fine here in his grief at deserting his 
friends’, and there is a similar passage in Book 12, at 637-44.40  

Aeneas’ conduct has also provoked a lively debate. Otis wonders if his reaction to the death 
of Pallas is credible and not liable to strike the reader as excessive, given what we have 
seen—or rather not seen—of the pair’s relationship, and given the way that Pallas himself is 
characterised from 362. As Otis sees it, the poet has failed in an important way here, because 
‘the picture of Pallas lacks the emotional connotations required to explain his supposed hold 
on Aeneas’, and also because ‘Pallas is too much of a fighter himself (he has killed too many) 
to excite all the sympathy that we are clearly expected to feel at his death.’41  

Most critics, however, have wanted to ask, not whether the poet fails here, but whether the 
hero does: not whether Aeneas’ reaction to the death of Pallas is credible in the circum-
stances, dramatically or psychologically, but whether it is creditable in the circumstances, i.e. 
praiseworthy from a moral or philosophical standpoint. Most have concluded that it is not, 
drawing attention to the hero’s brutality, vindictiveness and lack of mercy or clementia in the 
scene in question. It is sometimes suggested that Aeneas fails in this scene because he fails to 
behave stoically and control his emotions;42 or because he fails to do what his father advised 
him to do in Book 6, namely spare the conquered (6.853).43 More frequently, it is suggested 
that Aeneas fails here because, overcome by furor, he fails to maintain his trademark charac-
teristic of pietas. Thus Jordan argues that after the death of Pallas ‘Virgil portrays a different 
view of Aeneas’ character, one totally at variance with the pietas he has so often demon-
strated up to now’; while David Ross writes that Aeneas’ aristeia here ‘is a study in pietas 
totally inverted, not just gone wrong but turned completely upside down, or inside out’.44  

These arguments cannot be reviewed thoroughly, but a few remarks might be in order 
given the importance of the passage (and even if it is not a set passage this year). Perhaps the 
                                                            
39 E.g. 7.406-73; 9.691-818; 11.376-467; and esp. 12.614-952. For a general discussion of Turnus in 

the poem, try Camps (1969), 31-40, or Williams (2009), 119-27. Pöschl (1962), 91-138, is more 
difficult but also recommended. 

40 Hahn (1925), 207f. See also Pöschl (1969), 107f. and 125; Otis (1964), 317; and Harrison (1991) ad 
loc. Pöschl (1969), 93, argues (contra Hahn, and in my view correctly) that we begin to pity Turnus 
as early as Book 7, not here in this Book 10 scene. Otis suggests that the development of Turnus’ 
character from this scene in Book 10 is ‘the factor that gives continuity and climax to the whole 
story’. Harrison (starting with his note on 668-79) compares Turnus in this scene with figures from 
Greek tragedy like Ajax and Medea.  

41 Otis (1964), 361; and cf. Lyne (1987), 156-60, and Jenkyns (1998), 585: ‘Aeneas’ cruelty seems 
unnatural, unmotivated; we feel that it is not really fuelled by his experience but turned on and off 
at the poet’s convenience.’ Against this kind of charge would be lines 159-62 and 515-17 (also the 
start of the relationship at 8.102-25). See also Anderson (1969), 84, and Williams (1973) ad 510f. 
on the question of whether Aeneas feels responsible for Pallas’ death.  

42 See Bowra (1990); also (but more difficult) Galinsky (1988), and Lyne (1990), esp. 321-26. 
43 See for example Lyne (1990), 324-26; also Williams (1990), 29, and Boyle (1993), 84. 
44 Jordan (1990), xi; Ross (2007), 26. See also Camps (1969), 24, 28; Anderson (1969), 83f.; Gransden 

(1984), 144; Gransden (2004), 90; Levi (1998), 211, 213; O’Hear (2007), 139; Morwood (2008), 
146.  
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first thing to say is that obviously Aeneas does not fail in military terms. If he goes mad for a 
while,45 then there is method in his madness: he sets out to kill Turnus and relieve the Trojan 
camp (510-15), and while he fails to achieve the first objective, and while his motivation is 
now personal as well as political, he still achieves the second objective in the end (604f.). 
Does he behave well in the meantime? Well, no, probably not. Not by our standards, or even 
perhaps by the standards of the ancient Romans who might well have deplored at least some 
of his actions—the taking of live prisoners for sacrifice, for example (517-20).46 But what 
follows from this? We need to be careful how we describe the hero’s failure, if we want to 
call it that. There is plainly anger, blood-lust, and a complete lack of clemency.47 There is not, 
however, a lack of courage or leadership or skill, and not, or not plainly, a lack of pietas, as 
Jordan and others assert.48  

This is a complicated question, and again the evidence runs both ways. We could point to 
the fact that Aeneas kills a priest at 537-42; or to the fact that he is later compared to a mon-
strous giant who dared to take a swing at Jupiter (565-68);49 or again to his pitilessness 
throughout the scene, assuming that Camps is right and that ‘pietas includes pity as well as 
piety’.50 But we could also, if we preferred the opposite conclusion, point to the fact that the 
hero is assisting his fellow-Trojans, including his son Ascanius, fighting a war that is just or at 
least divinely sanctioned, and seeking revenge for the death of Pallas and hence paying a debt 
to his friend and ally Evander (515-17).51 We could also point to line 591, near the end of the 
scene, where the hero is given his usual epithet.52  

One point deserves special emphasis, and that is the idea that pietas is necessarily compro-
mised by furor—or that such is the case here at least for Aeneas. This is a dubious proposi-
tion, and it is forcefully rejected by Chris Mackie in his book The Characterisation of 
Aeneas.53 Mackie argues that the fury of Aeneas makes no real difference to his pietas in this 
scene, because he is acting, however wildly and brutally, with the favour of heaven and in his 
own and his family’s best interests. As Mackie sees it, the hero’s furor is extreme but well-
directed at this point in time, as it was not when he fought wildly at Troy in Book 2 (lines 
314ff.).  

Mackie might be right or wrong—or partly right, if, as seems likely, a man can be pius in 
one way and not another at the same time.54 What is certain, or generally agreed, is that the 
presentation of Aeneas in this part of the book is striking and troubling, and this has naturally 
                                                            
45 Note especially lines 514 (ardens), 545 (furit), and 604 (furens).  
46 Harrison (2006), 11, suggests that human sacrifice, even in the cause of vengeance, would have 

been ‘an atrocity in Roman eyes’. See also Camps (1969), 28f. 
47 I note but reject Jenkyns’ claim that Aeneas acts cruelly ‘but never with a cheerful...blood-lust’: 

Jenkyns (1998), 582. Even Otis (1964), 315, who stoutly defends Aeneas as morally superior, con-
cedes that he fights with eagerness in this particular scene. The point is also conceded by Quinn 
(1968), 335, and Williams (2009), 96. See also Harrison (1991) ad 874, who speaks of Aeneas’ ‘he-
roic battle-joy’ at 787. 

48 On the confidence of Aeneas at this point, see Camps (1969), 27f. 
49 Harrison (2006), 11; Anderson (1969), 84.  
50 Camps (1969), 24. 
51 As Harrison (2006), 11, remarks: ‘...significant here is the political and personal debt to Evander: 

Aeneas owes it to Pallas’ father, his vital ally in Italy, to avenge his son, especially as Evander had 
entrusted Pallas to Aeneas in Book 8 as to a second father (8.514-17).’ 

52 Anderson (1969), 84, claims that the epithet pius is used ironically in 591 (a claim repeated by Jor-
dan), but this is hardly obvious. Compare the usage at 4.393 after the dumping of Dido which is 
equally controversial.  

53 Mackie (1988), 165-78, and see especially 170-73.  
54 See n. 30 above, and Harrison (1991) ad 590f.: ‘one form of pietas may conflict with another’.  
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led to speculation about the poet’s intentions. The obvious intention is to present the hero as a 
fearsome warrior capable of dealing with Turnus, to give him uirtus as well as, or perhaps 
here instead of, pietas. But other and broader aims have been suggested. Gransden claims that 
the hero’s furor in this scene is central to Virgil’s message in Books 9-12, ‘which is that war 
is madness and that it spares none who engage in it’.55 Williams, for his part, argues that the 
passage highlights a gap or tension that runs right through the poem between heroic and Ro-
man values—between the values of Homeric heroes like Hector and Achilles and ‘the ideal-
ized qualities of a Roman commander’ like clementia and humanitas.56 More extreme inter-
pretations can also be found. Williams cites the view of Michael Putnam that Aeneas is not 
only here but essentially an angry and violent character;57 and A.J. Boyle has put forward a 
similar view. Boyle has argued that the real tension in the poem is between theory and prac-
tice, or words and deeds: that here and elsewhere—but here as well as anywhere—we see that 
Aeneas gains his victory and empire, not through pietas or clemency or any of his nicer quali-
ties, as we might like to think, ‘but through violence, rage, vengeance, and furor’.58 
 
  
The Mezentius episode 
 

The violence continues in the third part of the book, after Juno intervenes to remove Turnus 
and the spotlight turns to his ally Mezentius. Like Aeneas, Mezentius is ardens, fiery (689), 
and like Aeneas he receives a lengthy aristeia (689-768). This passage is notable for its ex-
tended similes. The old tyrant is compared first to a cliff at the edge of the sea (693), then to a 
wild boar and a hungry lion (707 and 723), and finally, just before he encounters Aeneas, to 
the huge hunter Orion (763). Williams has an interesting note on the passage and argues that 
Virgil has deliberately used Homeric similes here ‘to portray the archaic nature of Mezentius’ 
qualities as compared with those of Aeneas’. Jordan seems to agree, remarking that Mezentius 
comes across as ‘someone left over from a less civilised time’. 59 

We might wonder how civilised Aeneas is at the present moment; as we have just dis-
cussed, he is represented as rather archaic or primitive himself after the death of Pallas, and he 
is still in the mood for blood when he reappears at 769, as is clear especially from 786-88. 
Even so, there is certainly a distinction to be made. Both Mezentius and Aeneas are fired-up 
and enjoying their work (laetus, 738 and 787). But Mezentius treads on his victims (736), and 
more importantly regards any spoils he can take as personal booty. At 700f. he gives the arms 
of a victim to his son Lausus to wear on his shoulders, and at 774-76 he looks forward to 
doing the same with the spoils of Aeneas if he can get his hands on them. This makes him 

                                                            
55 Gransden (2004), 90; and see also Gransden (1984), 144.  
56 Williams (1990), 27-30; Williams (1973), xxii-xxiv. See also Otis (1964), 361. 
57 Williams (1990), 30, referring to Putnam’s 1965 book The Poetry of the Aeneid. Putnam restates his 

view of Aeneas and the Aeneid in a more condensed form in his essay ‘The Virgilian Achieve-
ment’: Putnam (1995), 13-21.  

58 Boyle (1993), 84: a concise statement of the darker, so-called pessimistic view of the Aeneid. The 
empire is of course depicted on the shield Aeneas is carrying and holds aloft at 260-75 (see 8.626-
731).  

59 Williams (1973) ad 689f; Jordan (1990), xii. On the characterisation of Mezentius generally, see 
Harrison (1991) ad 858-66; Harrison (2006), 11f.; West (2003), xxxivf.; Glenn (1971); Gotoff 
(1984).  
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more like Turnus than Aeneas, and his past cruelty along with his contempt for the gods, 
underlined here in 773, are further and significant points of difference.60  

Like Turnus, too, Mezentius is presented unfavourably to begin with, and then much more 
favourably as the story progresses. We have mentioned the previous scene on the ship where 
Turnus grieves for the comrades he has left to die on the battlefield (672-75). Grief plays an 
even bigger part in the portrayal of Mezentius, and it becomes a major theme in this part of 
the book, notably at the start of the final set passage (755, luctus), and especially after the 
death of Lausus at 812-20. As Harrison notes, the action is punctuated at this point by two 
scenes of reflection and mourning: ‘Aeneas honours and mourns Lausus (821-32)...while Me-
zentius also mourns Lausus before returning to the battle (833-70).’61 

These scenes at the end of Book 10—roughly the last hundred and fifty lines—have been 
much admired. It is here that Benario finds most of the scenes which in his view give the 
book its greatness; it is here that in Jordan’s view we find ‘dramatic and highly moving mo-
ments’ combined with some of Virgil’s best poetry.62 The scenes involving Lausus, alive and 
then dead, have been very highly rated indeed. Richard Rutherford writes that the scene be-
tween Aeneas and Lausus is perhaps the most memorable in the whole poem, along with the 
final scene between Aeneas and Turnus in Book 12. Quinn regards the moment when Aeneas 
looks at Lausus’ corpse as ‘one of the great moments in the poem’ and calls Mezentius’ la-
ment for his son ‘a masterpiece of unsentimental pathos’. Gransden calls this lament ‘touch-
ing’ and ‘intensely moving’, and also commends the pathos of the old man’s speech to his 
horse in the lines that follow.63  

We will look at the question of pathos specifically in the next section. Here I want to focus 
for a few minutes on other aspects of the episode, especially the dramatic nature of the en-
counter between Aeneas and Lausus in lines 789-832. In one way, this encounter is no sur-
prise; we have known since before Pallas fell to Turnus that Lausus would also be slain by a 
great warrior, and though unnamed the warrior could hardly be anyone other than Aeneas 
(438). In other ways, however, the meeting is full of surprises. It had to occur, but it did not 
have to occur just here, in the middle of the encounter between Aeneas and Mezentius,64 still 
less did it have to be drawn just as the poet has chosen to draw it, with the whole emphasis on 
the victim’s pietas and love for his father. This emphasis is very striking: first, because the 
father seems so unlovable; second, because, as Benario points out, the son’s feelings are not 
even hinted at before; and third, because such feelings are usually associated with Aeneas and 
not with his enemies.65 As Harrison remarks, ‘The killing of Lausus by Aeneas provides a 
moving paradox, for Aeneas, the great exponent of pietas, is forced to kill Lausus, who acts in 
the same spirit of pietas to defend his wounded father...’66 

                                                            
60 See Jordan (1990) ad 773 and 774.  
61 Harrison (1991), xxxviii. 
62 See nn. 7 and 9 above. 
63 Rutherford (2005), 39; Quinn (1968), 18 and 232; Gransden (1984), 152 and 164. See also Putnam 

(1995), 136. The speech to the horse is discussed at length by Glenn (1971); see also Gotoff (1984), 
203f.  

64 Williams (1973) ad 769f. writes that it is doubtful whether Lausus’ attempt to save his father ‘was 
in the tradition of the Aeneas legend: Dionysius...mentions the death of Lausus but does not connect 
it with Mezentius’. See also Harrison (1991) ad 789-832 and 792. 

65 See Williams (1973) ad 789; Benario (1967), 32; and Gotoff (1984), 198, for a different view. The 
father and son were introduced at 7.647-54.  

66 Harrison (1991), xxxf. 
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Certain elements of the scene are as striking as the general conception. It is remarkable, for 
example, that Aeneas considers his enemy’s pietas before he kills him, and Williams, Jordan 
and Harrison all make mention of this. Harrison writes that the remark in 812 points to an in-
ner conflict in the speaker ‘between heroic passion and generalship on the one hand (which 
leads to his killing of Lausus), and a more “enlightened” recognition of pietas on the other 
(which leads to his subsequent lament for the young hero)’.67 The lament itself is very re-
markable. It is one of many laments in the poem, but the only one delivered by an enemy of 
the dead person (unless we count Aeneas’ speech to Dido’s ghost in Book 6). Most laments 
for the dead are spoken by friends or family members, typically siblings or parents, as when 
Dido is lamented by her sister in Book 4, or Euryalus by his mother in Book 9, or Lausus by 
his father in the next scene of this book.68 Pallas is also lamented by his father (11.152-81), 
and his case is recalled by another striking feature of this scene, the intervention of the poet at 
791-93. Page calls this intervention ‘a fine parenthesis, interrupting the narrative to mark the 
poet’s own concern’. Both Williams and Harrison note the link it provides to the death of Pal-
las, where the poet intervened to address the victim at the end of the scene (507-09).69  

This link to the death of Pallas seems crucial. As Quinn notes, it is not made explicit, but 
the two young men were compared earlier (431-38) and ‘no reader can fail to connect the two 
events’.70 Most readers have wanted to compare Aeneas’ treatment of Lausus with Turnus’ 
treatment of Pallas (821-32 with 490-500) and students will find detailed analyses in Otis and 
the commentaries of Williams and Harrison.71 The commentators consider both the attitudes 
and the actions of the two leaders, contrasting the arrogance and glee of Turnus with the ten-
derness and sorrow of Aeneas, and the former’s decision to remove his victim’s armour with 
the latter’s decision to leave it on the corpse. Otis, for his part, covers much the same ground 
but also stresses an earlier difference: that Turnus went after Pallas (see 441-44) whereas 
Aeneas killed Lausus only incidentally, because he got in the way and refused to back off af-
ter a warning—nec minus ille/exsultat demens (812f.).  

Otis also draws a large conclusion at the top of page 360: that Aeneas’ conduct in this 
scene morally justifies his final victory in Book 12. This is debatable and may be worth debat-
ing in class. It seems to ignore or downplay the hero’s anger—the fact that he has already an-
grily killed the boy—and also the broader context in which (arguably) Aeneas has been seek-
ing vengeance as much as victory on this particular occasion. A very different view is offered 
by Michael Putnam who argues that what we get from Aeneas from 821 is too little too late. 
As Putnam sees it, Aeneas does behave admirably in this scene, but only ‘momentarily’ and 

                                                            
67 Harrison (1991) ad 812. Aeneas’ passion here is very clearly marked in the language: note espe-

cially 788 (feruidus), 802 (furit), 813 (saeuae...irae).  
68 Dido: 4.675-85 and 6.456-66; Euryalus: 9.481-97; Lausus: 10.846-56. Other examples are An-

chises’ lament for Marcellus, 6.868-86, and Juturna’s lament for Turnus, 12.872-84. Mezentius’ 
lament for Lausus is discussed by Gotoff (1984), 201-03.  

69 Page (1900), Williams (1973), Harrison (1991) ad loc. See also Otis (1964), 359. Williams and 
Harrison also recall the intervention at 9.446-49, after the deaths of Nisus and Euryalus.  

70 Quinn (1968), 342. There is an obvious connection between 841f. and 505f. Ross (2007), 42, calls 
Pallas and Lausus ‘complementary’ figures.  

71 Otis (1964), 359f.; Williams (1973) ad 769f, 821f., 827f., 831; Harrison (1991) ad 821f., 826, 827f., 
830f. See also Page (1900) and Jordan (1990) ad 827; Harrison (2006), 11f. 
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only after failing to behave properly in the first place—failing to respond sympathetically to 
his enemy’s pietas in the heat of battle.72  
 
 
Pity and pathos 
 

Our discussion so far has encompassed a number of key themes in Aeneid 10: fate and di-
vine favour, leadership, pietas, furor, and others like courage, cruelty, revenge, and grief. An-
other key theme is pity—the pity of war, if you like. We have touched on this theme, but we 
should now take a closer look at it. It is tied to the idea of divine favour at the start of the 
book, and again at 234, 465 and 686.73 At 758f., as Hahn notes, the gods look down with 
compassion on both sides alike, pitying their senseless anger and toil (iram miserantur in-
anem/amborum).74 The theme also appears without reference to the gods: at 505-09, after the 
death of Pallas; at 672-75, when Turnus finds himself adrift on the ship; and then repeatedly 
during the Mezentius episode. As we have just seen, Lausus pities his father and is then pitied 
by his killer. He is also pitied in the scene that follows—from 841—by his mates and by his 
father, who is pitied in turn by his horse (860).75  

 In places, including most of the places just mentioned, it looks as if we, the readers, are be-
ing encouraged to feel pity and compassion, and where this is the case we have what the 
critics call ‘pathos’. The word simply means suffering, but as a literary term it refers to the 
way the suffering is represented in the language, and to be specific the way it is represented 
sympathetically in the language, so that a reader or audience is invited to feel sorry for one or 
more of the characters.76 The definition is important, and notice in particular that I have used 
the words ‘encourage’ and ‘invite’. We may of course, as it happens, decline the invitation on 
a given occasion. For all sorts of reasons, we may not, as a matter of fact, feel sorry for a par-
ticular character; we may be apathetic (unmoved one way or the other) or even antipathetic 
(hostile), perhaps because we believe that the character deserves to suffer. This hardly mat-
ters. There is pathos, technically speaking, so long as the invitation exists, so long as there is 
clear evidence in the text that the writer wants us to respond in a certain way, i.e. with feel-
ings of pity, sympathy, compassion and the like.77  

This topic has been widely discussed, as we noted at the outset, and indeed it would be hard 
to find a general discussion of the Aeneid of any length which does not have something to say 
about it.78 It is a feature of Book 10 and the poem as a whole, and some readers would say it is 
the best reason to read the poem these days (military conquest and imperialism being rather 

                                                            
72 Putnam (1995), 134-40. See also Ross (2007), 42f. Both Ross and Putnam are troubled by the fact 

that Aeneas tries to console Lausus at 830 by referring to his own greatness. This remark is de-
fended by Page and Harrison, but Putnam (1995), 138, describes it as ‘a renewal of callousness’.  

73 On the Hercules and Jupiter scene at 464-73, see Hardie (1998), 82f. 
74 Hahn (1925), 197f. See also Harrison (1991) ad 755-61, who suggests that the gods in Homer, by 

contrast, generally show ‘disregard for human suffering’.  
75 So Page (1900), Williams (1973) and Jordan (1990) ad 860. Harrison (1991) ad 860 suggests that 

the horse grieves ‘with and for his master’, i.e. that he also pities the son. See also Gransden (1984), 
164 n.35. 

76 It is typically one or more of the characters; it may of course be mass or group suffering that is rep-
resented, as for example at 755-61. 

77 Compare Maclennan (2007), 172: pathos = ‘words so used as to invite a reaction of pity or sorrow’. 
78 See for example: Griffin (1986), 75-77; Gransden (2004), 50-62; and especially Williams (2009), 

56-77. Further references are given below—see in particular n.97.  
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out of favour).79 There are three questions to be considered: where the pathos is; how it is 
generated; and what it means for our understanding of the story. These questions deserve 
lengthy treatment, but we shall have to make do here with three or four pages. We will look at 
each of the questions in turn, offering a few pointers and suggestions rather than complete 
answers.  

1. Where is the pathos? Throughout the poem, pathos is most frequently and obviously as-
sociated with death, and especially with cases of violent and/or premature death, and there are 
numerous examples in Book 10, quite apart from the big examples we have been discussing. 
These occur at 379-425; during Aeneas’ rampage from 510; and during the aristeia of Mezen-
tius, 689-746. As Williams notes in connection with the first of these passages, ‘Virgil di-
versifies the long lists of those killed in battle by touches of personal description’, and he of-
ten includes ‘poignant’ or ‘pathetic’ touches.80 Thus he describes the identical twins Pallas 
kills as a gratus error, a happy source of confusion, to their parents (392); and he later in-
forms us that Acron, one of Mezentius’ victims, has come away to the war just before his 
marriage, and wearing a purple garment given to him by his girl (719-22). There is also An-
tores, who is unluckily speared by Mezentius taking a shot at Aeneas, and who dies, we are 
told, gazing at the sky and thinking of his sweet homeland, dulcis Argos (776-82).81  

Students can look at the big examples—Pallas, Lausus and Mezentius—for themselves, or 
with the help of their teachers. It is always an interesting exercise to try to pinpoint exactly 
where the pathos is, or where it is especially thick or thickest. Take the case of Pallas. There 
is certainly pathos when he almost meets Lausus and we are told that neither young man will 
be returning home (435f.). But what particular lines are pathetic, or what is particularly pa-
thetic about some of the lines, in the later, set passage, 466-509? Likewise, which bits of the 
long final passage, 833-908, are especially pathetic—especially well designed to generate 
sympathy for Mezentius?  

2. This takes us to the second question, how pathos is generated. In fact, we have already 
been answering this question by mentioning particular examples of sad themes and ideas—
death, violent death, the death of a son, the death of a boyfriend (or bridegroom), death in the 
prime of life, death far from home, and so on. There are many such ideas in Book 10—
pathetic ‘motifs’ as they are sometimes called—and quite a few are identified by Harrison in 
his commentary.82 One is the beauty of the dead or doomed character, the idea that the victim 
has a handsome face or physique, and this idea can be found at 181, 435, and in the set lines 
at 485, 822, 832 and 842.83 Another is the notion of virtue, or moral beauty, and this is even 
more important, for moral qualities like courage and loyalty are almost always attractive and 
endearing. Other things being equal, we are likely to pity someone who dies bravely defend-
ing a friend or family member, just as we are likely to pity a person whose death seems unfair, 
unlucky, or especially cruel or painful.84  

                                                            
79 This view is implicit in many discussions; see Griffin (1986), 75; Griffin (2005), 349; Williams 

(1973), 319.  
80 Williams (1973) ad 362f. See also Quinn (1968), 68, 70. 
81 On the Antores passage, see Gransden (1984), 152f. On the general topic of pathetic minor charac-

ters, see Dinter (2005). 
82 Harrison (1991) has dozens of notes on the generation of pathos in Book 10; on the use of pathetic 

motifs, see ad 319f., 430, 445, 482f., 705f., 720, 722, 781f., 815f., 818, 825f. and 906.  
83 On this motif, see Harrison (1991) ad 180f., 345, 435f., 485, 779f. and 832.  
84 Further motifs which are common in Book 10, e.g. at 380, 386, 425, 486, 781, 785f., 791, 829, 837, 

893f.  
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Pathos is also generated by particular stylistic devices, where these serve to sadden the tone 
or to make one or more of the sad ideas more vivid or forceful. This is a vast topic, for in 
theory any stylistic device, large or small, might have this kind of effect—a narrative tech-
nique, a figure of speech, a feature of the poet’s diction or word order, an acoustic or metrical 
device. There are, however, some obvious candidates in this year’s text, and these would in-
clude certain cases of direct speech, direct description, authorial intervention, apostrophe and 
foreshadowing, as well as certain cases of personification, word repetition and alliteration. 
Some of these techniques have been mentioned already, and some line numbers for some of 
the others are given below.85 ‘Apostrophe’ is the term for direct address of a character (or 
thing) by the author, or of a dead or absent character (or thing) by another character in a 
speech,86 and this device has generally been seen as a prime instrument of pathos.87 It is used 
very freely in Aeneid 10 (there are fifteen or twenty instances) and students should carefully 
consider the examples in the set lines. By ‘direct description’ I mean description without the 
aid of metaphorical or other figurative language, and this is another striking feature of the pa-
thos in this year’s text. Much of it is generated by relatively plain language—as Williams 
says, language with ‘a fine simplicity’ about it. Williams gives examples from the end of the 
book (after 833), but the technique is employed earlier, notably at 467-71, 488f., 815f., and 
830-32.88  

3. Finally, what does the pathos mean? What’s all the fuss about? After all, would we not 
expect a serious poem about war to contain a certain amount of pathos—a certain number of 
scenes where characters are drawn sympathetically, and where the grief as well as the glory of 
war is depicted with honesty and feeling?89 This is another huge topic, but I can briefly indi-
cate the different lines of argument which have been advanced in recent years. 

One response—a rather eccentric one—is to say that naturally the poem contains a good 
deal of pathos, because Virgil wanted to please his first readers who wanted nothing less than 
a lot of pathos in their literature, and indeed nothing more than this. Steven Farron rejects the 
common assumption that the Aeneid is about Aeneas and his mission to found the Roman 
race, or, indirectly, about Augustus and Augustan Rome. It is not about any of these things, he 
claims, nor is it designed to be positive or negative about the hero or the Roman or Augustan 
achievement. It deals extensively with loss, suffering, brutality and the like, but not for ideo-
logical reasons—only because its main purpose ‘was to do nothing more than what it obvi-
ously does: present a series of emotionally moving episodes, especially pathetic ones’.90  

Another unusual response is to deny that the poet depicts the grief of war with honesty and 
feeling. This view has been put by W.R. Johnson, Charles Martindale and others.91 The idea is 

                                                            
85 For examples of pathetic foreshadowing, see 466-73, 497f., 507, 814f.; for personification, 508, 

761, 860-66; for word repetition, 508, 778f., 821f., 839, 842; for alliteration, 789f., 841-43. See also 
Williams (1973) ad 821f. and 841f. on the use of metrical devices (spondees). 

86 The second part of the definition is sometimes omitted, as by Jordan (1990) ad 139. 
87 On apostrophe as a device for generating pathos, see Jordan (1990) ad 302; Williams (1973) ad 

362f. and 791f; Harrison (1991) ad 507, 791-93, 825f., 846, 858-66. See also Anderson (1969), 82; 
Hardie (1998), 110; Williams (2009), 70. 

88 Williams (1973) ad 833f. Note the difference between 467-71 and 472 which is highly figurative; 
likewise, between 815f., the stabbing of Lausus, and the preceding statement about the Fates.  

89 As Hardie (1986), 135, argues, the poem is about the struggle to found Rome (1.33) and this is 
bound to have certain ‘stylistic consequences’, one of which is ‘a manner...which includes pathos’. 

90 Farron (1993), ix.  
91 Johnson (1976), 59-75 (esp. 61, 63, 70-72); Martindale (1993), 42. See also Parry (1966), 110; 

Gransden (1984), 118; Martindale (1997), 11; Perkell (1997), 257f.. 
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that the poet is trying to hoodwink us, or perhaps just to shield us from the truth. He shows us 
the suffering that attends the war in Italy and the Trojan mission generally—the deaths of Pal-
las and Lausus for example—but only or ultimately in soft and glamorous terms, not in a 
manner that would cause us real pain and prompt us to question the value of the war or the 
mission. This view cannot be dismissed out of hand, but it seems to me implausible and to 
depend on a very selective (not to say questionable) use of the evidence. There are certainly 
passages (like 507-09 and 791-93) where we seem to be encouraged to regard a death as un-
fortunate but nonetheless good and glorious in its own way, and to read on and not ask too 
many questions. There are many other passages, however, including many in this year’s pre-
scribed text, in which death or suffering is depicted in harsh and confronting terms, and where 
it would surely be absurd to argue that the poet is trying to ‘reconcile us to human pain’ or to 
make the suffering ‘bearable’.92  

Most readers have accepted that the pathos is genuine and troubling, not designed only to 
deceive or divert us, and they have wondered what it means for the overall tone of the work. It 
is, after all, more abundant than we might have expected, even in a serious poem dealing with 
war. Moreover, it is done in an even-handed way from the start, so that sympathy is generated 
as much for the hero’s opponents as for the hero himself or any of his comrades or allies—for 
Dido, Lausus, Mezentius and Turnus as much as for Priam, Palinurus, Pallas and Aeneas. As 
Gransden notes, Virgil imitates Homer’s treatment of Hector in the Iliad, but shows even 
greater feeling for those on the wrong side of the fence, expressing ‘a profound empathy for 
the young men on both sides who are war’s victims’.93 

The question of tone has been answered in very different ways, as we might expect. As 
Harrison remarks, ‘Diversity of views is natural in considering a great and complex poet.’94 
Some scholars, like Adam Parry, have argued that pathos and even tragedy is the keynote of 
the poem, which cannot in the end be regarded as any kind of celebration.95 Others, like 
Pöschl and Otis, have argued that the pathos scarcely touches the general tone, which remains 
upbeat—or as upbeat as it can be, given that the narrative deals primarily with the hero’s 
labores (1.10, 10.759). Some even claim that the positive tone is strengthened by the inclu-
sion of the pathos, arguing that the hero’s achievement is so much the greater because he has 
to overcome strong opposition and pay a high price for his victory.96 

Many other scholars have taken up positions somewhere in between these two extremes, 
not wanting to say that the tone is tragic or completely negative, but not wanting to say that it 
is straightforwardly triumphant or positive either.97 These critics like to say that the pathos in 
the poem highlights the cost of the hero’s victory, that it gives the poem complexity and per-
                                                            
92 Martindale (1993), 42. See Wiltshire (1992), 191-93, for a long list of confronting passages. 
93 Gransden (2004), 33. Tarrant (1997), 179, writes that ‘the losses on both sides, especially of the 

young, are treated with a sympathy more overtly poignant than the pathos of Homer’.  
94 Harrison (1991), xxiii. 
95 Parry (1966), a very important and influential essay. We have seen that others take a negative or 

pessimistic view of the poem (though not always because of the pathos, or this alone)—see pp.10 
and 13 above (Putnam, Boyle). Other famous ‘pessimists’ are Johnson, Clausen and Brooks (the 
last two have essays in Commager [1966]). For the history of this school of thought and its oppos-
ite, see Harrison (1990), 1-10, and Tarrant (1997), 179f.  

96 For a version of this kind of view, see Martindale (1997), 11, or Perkell (1997), 256f. n.2; and recall 
Aeneas’ reasoning at 829f.: that the greater the enemy the greater the glory (here of course for 
Lausus in defeat).  

97 E.g. Griffin (1986), 58-63 and 102-06; Jenkyns (1992), 66-69; Tarrant (1997), 180-86; Hardie 
(1998), 94-101; West (2003), xxxivf.; Rutherford (2005), 39; Galinsky (2005), 344-51; Griffin 
(2005), 318-19; O’Hear (2007), 136-40; Winn (2008), 151; Morwood (2008), 2. 
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haps a degree of ambiguity, and they sometimes borrow Parry’s terminology and talk about 
the two ‘voices’ of the poet—his public, cheerful, optimistic voice, and his private, mournful, 
pessimistic voice. Thus, Williams, who does not doubt that the public voice is ‘sincerely op-
timistic’, nevertheless speaks of a powerful ‘tension’ or ‘conflict’ between the two voices; 
while Jasper Griffin argues that the poem includes ‘moral complexity in the depiction of 
Rome, power and conquest’.98 Complexity is also a key idea for Harrison, and it is literally 
the last word at the end of his commentary, where he argues that the death of Mezentius (like 
the death of Turnus later) must leave us with ‘mixed emotions’. 
 
Genazzano FCJ College, Kew 
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